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Lynn Deering
ACNW Staff Scientist `-
US Nuclear Regulatmy Commission
Advisory Commiuce on Nuclear Waste
Washington, D.C. 2055S

J4rgJ

Dear Ms. Deering.

Thank for the opportunity to participate in the ACNW's meeting an isotopic methods and their use
in the Yucca Mountain site aracterization program held on November 21, 1994 in Las Vegas,
Nevada. We apologize for this letter repbrt being Late and due to changes in Paul Davis' WIPP'
program responsibilites future reports should bc much more timely. We have chosen to organize
this report In the following manner. A summary of our overall impressions and conclusions from
the mceugg is provided below and then attached you will find a table sbowing the objectives and
conclusions of each of the presentasios.

lirt of all DOE should be commended for presenting this valuable information to the ACNW in
a timely and commodig m ner. AUl of the presentations were of high quality and the
presenters were very responsive to all questions. We beLeve this topic to be of critical value to the
program because isotopic dating of ground waters provides one of de only relatively dirtt
indications of the sysmm pedformance That is, the vast majority of th characterization efforts are
designed to mea urc input or indepndent model paramete. On the other hand, meaSuremanS
the most relevant model output (Lc.. integaed rease over 10,000 years) can'tbe taen and
isotopic measurements prode perhaps the closest alogues to thos model uts that we will
evr have. in additon to providing some indication of system perfomce, these isotopic
measurements provide au invaluable source of information that can and should be used to assess
the conceptual models and parameter input for models of total system performance.

While the intent and potential use of thes mthaoss is in line with the programmatic needs, the
information p~ecnted at the meeting was at first difficult to gmr tbmughwith sepact to the
ultimte use of the data. in fact, one could have been left with a feeling that these methods haveec a
Sra potential for misuse, especially In a public fonm By ha we mean the results and the
analys of thd results could eith Imply a false verconfidence of ound-water velocities by a
imle presentation of ground-waer ages or could lead to a total lack of confidence by a detailed

presentation of all of die urcertainties associated with the inepretation of the inas . i
this day of meetings we got presentations of both flavors but atthe end of the day we re left I
with the following impressions. j

Isotopic measurements can not yield a unique estimae of either the ground-water age or the
ground-water travel timebcase of the large number of uncertainties associated with each method
and the reqirement thas one )mow the ground-water flow path by other means first before you can
use the age dates to infer gronmd-water travel time. It appears that the best one can hope for is
some bracketing of ground-wat ages via t analysis of Multiple isotoPes (and all other
hydrogeologic information).
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Qualit-ative Uses of soicMaumei
Alough te problems listed above are very real they do not preclude the uc of the isotopic daUa
for purpse of bounding thC potential minimum travel times a4 or equal Impoaunces, they do
not limit their usefulness in shedding light on the potential mechanism for ground-water flow in
terms of potential conceptual ground-water flow models. Perhaps the most Important ecample
comes from the fact that anthropogenic tracers (ie., bomb- pulse uItium and chlone-36 are
found at great depths. The importance of this fact (and given prentations by 41 Yang this year
and last on uanpIc gahig and analysis procedures, we do believe it is a "fad) s thar none of
the existing conceptul models implemented in currvnt DOE mumetical models are consistent with
thse results. Furh rmore these results demonstrate that all of the exis w seriously
ovestimate the ground-water travel times because they are based on Mf&ia or equivalent
porous media concepts and homogeneous senttions of eachlayer. Tb£ existence of bomb-
pulse tritium at grut depths is extremely.difcult to explain using thse Concepu Couple this with
die fact tha the exiting site models are wed to guide cleWization and you hav de potential
for misguided and misleading data collection actvities

It is very difficult to determine bow useful Isotopic sements will be in the future because e
were not provided with ny evidence on how the DOE into o usc the inf 'aton n either te

aerizatio performance assessment or regulatory compliance, Witot mch an overvie
we can only speculate on the use and usefulness of f e Isotopic xs s. Perhaps a w Y
to shed light on the usefulness of future iupic measu s to loo a some of the re
issues for the Y -. Major issues include: 1) what distibuio of flux b re ad
matrix fiow should be used in estimating total system performance; 2) wha apossible gr -
water travel times from the repository to the accessible en: 3) wha arm the implihado
of climate changc O undcanding func state of t repository system o ustandin the
existng stae of the sysm and: 4)what conceptual models should be ued u estnaing total
system performance and ground-water travel time, pifically, what ar W scs d
distbudons of hydrologic heterogeneities within the system.
Wih respect to the assessing the relatve flux between matrix and fmcne tIjw It Is nt n ear ot
ihe wsotoc measurements could crm provide such informaton si=ce they o proid any
direct evidence of the quandty of water tha has reached a given location. DOE ae some
indicaton of fuitue work on mixing cel model and since he meeting weI
information on that proh. Although. we havec not evaluated the new infomo deail,
appears tw the aprah will yield on cude boknds on the distribution of flux betwe the
Awre amd the matrix

Regarding the isue of ground-water travel time, the ball scam to be in DOf's Mo to prove that
thc short tel times from o lhad swrfcc to depths of appox y 1200* 4 flot occur from
the repositoy downward to the water table. In this case, isotopic t will be useful
only in the sense of a demonstrating unacceptably low ground-watetra That is if
antopogenic aes ar found below te repository then it would be dzfflt lr DOE o prove
that dte Yucca Mountain sie complies with the NRCs ground-wt travel im Me. On the other
hand. if andbupogenic trcs ame not found below the repository cold d er mean a 1) it is
not fasie to find fast travel pathways with a few small bore holes due to e heterogeneities of
the sie or, 2) the travel dmes from the land suace where recharge oc t zones below the
rposiy Is long relative to the half-life of the man-made mr but short atcve to ground-water
travel times that ae of regulatory Intest (sY css than 10,000 years).
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On the issue of cima Ch future isotopic asue may be of value. iS adtonl
measurements could be Used to usess the whether the hydrologic system is currently undrI
steady-state conditions 0t whether this system is still responding to past climatic vanalons. This
kowledge could be used In evaluating and using fte ca eat measurements of hydraulic pssus
aM rmoistumre cntem- Tn &Mt i n, fulse istopk - ju8 .e= espocially below tbe reposivx
and above te water table, could be used to asess put climatic variations and by imnplcation 1
potntial future dimas. I
With raspect to the }uoe of concepal model uwcertainty, th results of dhe mcasuremeuts to
have demonstrated that The hydrology of the mountain is very heterogeneous and complex and that
ftst gound-war flow probably occurs along fc rs. It is possible that DOE could undetae a
very deied assessment of the hetcrogeneities by collecting isotopic formation at many locations
and many depths. At ts tim however, it is not possible to determine bow many measuremenu
would be mquired because te general relationship between site z aio n d regulatory
compliace is undefine. In other words, the degree to which you have to understand the
heterogeneite deperds on how much credit is being taken far the geologic bau r in a general
ses e and how Muh credit is takcn for matrix versus rcu flow and a vadey of othe related
issues. For cmuaple, the projea may wisb to only tak credit for loag travel dmes and high
radionuclide sorption associated with unfractured nou-welded tuff and assume that radionuclides
move o wily thu the fact ed tufts Given that results of such analyss complied
with the regulatory criteria and tht th properties of the non-wlded Uffs could be prvn this
would be an acceptable aPproaL However, DOE did not present an inwgrated view of sate
caac zion and complian. tbrea, definitive starment about the usefuless of addion

ic murnts can not be mad
In summary, we believe the iotopic ts will never provide an unambiguous eswnjf
of gmund-water tavel times or velocities but the results fom isotpic measurements todate
provided invaluable dat the project by Invalidang existing models of groud-water flow and
radionuclide tansport by demonstrating that rapid flow along facr in a vry ogeneous
media is occurring. Thes methods also apear to hold promise for understand the effects of J
climatic cage and for continuing to sve as an peet line of evidence about conceptual I
models of the site. The uscduln of future isotopic measurements for ground-water travel
esmaion and evaluaon of totl system perorance Is unle at ts dme because DOE has not
presented an integrated apach to site eztion and regulatory compance. An fiay,l
perhaps tbe most importat Wformiona coming ftm tese measurements is the realizaton ta
the Yucca Mounmin site wM be amwl y difficult to chracize.
Again. thank-you for the oprnhy to be involved In tde disssion of these topics ad if you
have any quesn or Cotcmms about this report pla contact Pau Davis at 50544054 or
Steve Cond at 50-8-59.

If you have any fher questions or would liM me to clariy any of fte points made bheon p
call at 5054-754.

I
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The foMlowi * e is a impl e-statement of objecdves and conclusions as stated by th
presenters a th AC NW Meen on te uses and limiions of roUndwar dating methods. It is
mcant to provide a brief overview of the staba of each of the efforts. We provide this table also in
an anept to gain ovenill insight into what general co lusions ca be drawn fro the aeeng.

OBIo w
* Determine the sourceofpeddwater

* Characterize water movcment hough the
unred Ze

* Understand gas transport
* Design methods of dta collection and

al-s
* Provide independent evidence of flow

directions
*Deterine rocWater iteractions

* Estimate pond-water uivtl Ume in the
satdSsm

* Evaluate resoses of dt hydrology to past
and fime climatm

* The sourc ofpervbed water is natural.
* Downward flow of ground water through

& is Is thought to provide the
m im for creating the perched Zone

* .01-.8mnfyr. of Nlation is occurring
below the root zone

* Evidence for fast paths exists
* Upper estimates of resdence te were

made
* Approach has inherent limitations ha can't

be fixed - especially dt requirement that w
gpound-water flow paths mu be known
abead of time

* Average Idiution fate is of limited

* A ap rsidence time is of limited

* Yuca M Is a higly hetroenous
system

0
0

6

6

PtefW=W flow paths exist
Diffusion liel for gam tasport
hac=r and lateral flow exists
Obsetvadons:

e I-rg fluxes and wazer and water
Levelrises ud fWiU

* Water drpg from fiactures
* Perched water

* Qe n alma ground-water grenerth
1,000 years In saturated zon

* Apparent C-14 ages too high
* Growud-watr moved tmugh te

unsaturawd zone as recently as 20.000 years
or LESS

* Ground has been flowing through Xt
unaturated zone for at leas 400.000 years

* be elvation of the water tale has been as
much as lOom highe in the past and
therefore shorter pathways for performance
assessment ms be considered
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* cha c e the taspt of C-14 and water

vapor by S tanSPouin the usaured
zone

* Answer ground-water avel time quesdins
relative to rcn m results especadly the
issue of model coienyq with isotopic
dm

* Ground-water tavel m= though the I1va
Canyon is less than 40 years

* Ibe Paintbush non-welded tuff is a banier
to Cl4 gas transport

* The deeper st as a slower dmc VcaIC
of rsponse zh respect to gas transport

* T islIuleornogas/portwater

* Very rapid percolation dtrough fstue will
produce mults a auc very d cult to

* CFC data provide an upper limit on C-14

* Similations of hypothetical conditions have
be made but no conclusions have been
drawn

I

'Note: this table was repolduced from
hanldw n notes taken at the meetng and you
should chek the accuacy aginst the atal
viewpaphs prior to quoting.
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